We present measurements of secondary cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropies and cosmic infrared background (CIB) fluctuations using data from the South Pole Telescope (SPT) covering the complete 2540 deg 2 SPT-SZ survey area. Data in the three SPT-SZ frequency bands centered at 95, 150, and 220 GHz, are used to produce six angular power spectra (three single-frequency auto-spectra and three cross-spectra) covering the multipole range 2000 < < 11000 (angular scales 5 θ 1 ). These are the most precise measurements of the angular power spectra at > 2500 at these frequencies. The main contributors to the power spectra at these angular scales and frequencies are the primary CMB, CIB, thermal and kinematic Sunyaev-Zel'dovich effects (tSZ and kSZ), and radio galaxies. We include a constraint on the tSZ power from a measurement of the tSZ bispectrum from 800 deg 2 of the SPT-SZ survey. We measure the tSZ power at 143 GHz to be D −0.054 between sources of tSZ and CIB power, with ξ < 0 disfavored at a confidence level of 99.0%. The constraint on kSZ power can be interpreted as an upper limit on the duration of reionization. When the post-reionization homogeneous kSZ signal is accounted for, we find an upper limit on the duration ∆z < 5.4 at 95% CL.
INTRODUCTION
The sensitivity and angular resolution of current cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments make it possible to study interactions between primary CMB photons and cosmic structure-so-called secondary CMB anisotropies-at small angular scales, and the cosmic infrared background (CIB) at the long-wavelength end of its spectrum. With unprecedented precision and multifrequency data, the current generation of high resolution instruments allow for the separation of individual contributions to the power spectra, and can provide tight constraints on the associated cosmological and astrophysical model parameters. These include the amplitude of local structure, the duration of the reionization epoch, and the correlation between dust and ionized gas in galaxy clusters.
Expected signals
The most prominent secondary CMB anisotropies at few-arcminute scales (multipole number ∼ 3000) are expected to be the thermal and kinematic SunyaevZel'dovich (SZ) effects (Sunyaev & Zel'dovich 1972; Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1980; Carlstrom et al. 2002) . The SZ effects arise from the scattering of primary CMB photons from free electrons, both those distributed throughout the reionized (and reionizing) intergalactic medium and those concentrated in the hot gas in clusters of galaxies. The SZ power spectra depend sensitively on both the growth of structure and the details of cosmic reionization.
When primary CMB photons inverse Compton scatter from electrons with a bulk flow velocity v, the photons are Doppler shifted to higher or lower frequencies depending on the orientation of v with respect to the line of sight. This kinematic SZ (kSZ) effect has a blackbody spectrum, and the contribution from each volume element scales as (v/c)n e where c is the speed of light and n e is the density of free electrons. In massive galaxy clusters, photons scattering from hot electrons tend to gain energy, distorting the primary CMB black-body spectrum. This is known as the thermal SZ (tSZ) effect and leads to fewer observed photons below 217 GHz and more above 217 GHz, with a contribution from each volume element scaling as (k B T e /m e c 2 )n e , where m e is the mass of the electron and T e is the temperature of the electrons. The different frequency scalings of the tSZ and kSZ effects allows for their simultaneous determination in multi-frequency observations.
The tSZ anisotropy power depends strongly on the normalization of the matter power spectrum, commonly parametrized by the RMS of the z = 0 linear mass distribution on 8 Mpc/h scales, σ 8 (Komatsu & Seljak 2002) . This steep scaling (see Section 5.2 for details) means that a reasonably precise measurement of the tSZ amplitude has the statistical power to tightly constrain σ 8 . A significant challenge in modeling the tSZ power spectrum is that it draws power from a wide range of cluster masses and redshifts. Uncertainties about nongravitational heating effects complicate models of lowmass clusters, while models of high-redshift clusters suffer from limited observational data. Different prescriptions for cluster gas physics in recent models lead to differences in power of up to 50% for the same cosmology (Shaw et al. 2010; Sehgal et al. 2010; Battaglia et al. 2010; Trac et al. 2011; Battaglia et al. 2012; McCarthy et al. 2014) .
The post-reionization kSZ power spectrum is expected to be simpler to model than the tSZ spectrum because it is not weighted by the gas temperature, and thus depends less on non-linear physics in dense halos. The details of cosmic reionization, however, are crucial to modeling the total kSZ power spectrum, and this epoch is not yet well understood. In the standard picture of cosmic reionization, ionized bubbles form around the first stars, galaxies, and quasars. These bubbles eventually overlap and merge, leading to a fully ionized universe. Proper motion of these ionized bubbles generates angular anisotropy through the kSZ effect. The amplitude of this "patchy" kSZ power depends primarily on the duration of reionization, and its shape primarily on the distribution of bubble sizes; both features also depend less strongly on the average redshift of reionization (Gruzinov & Hu 1998; Knox et al. 1998; Santos et al. 2003; Zahn et al. 2005; McQuinn et al. 2005; Iliev et al. 2006; Battaglia et al. 2013; Calabrese et al. 2014) . Constraints on the kSZ power spectrum can therefore lead to interesting constraints on the epoch of reionization .
The sky power at millimeter wavelengths and scales smaller than a few arcminutes ( 3000) is dominated by the signal from bright extragalactic sources (Mocanu et al. 2013) , mostly synchrotron-dominated active galactic nuclei (AGN), with additional contributions from nearby infrared galaxies and rare, strongly lensed, dusty, star-forming galaxies (DSFGs, Vieira et al. 2013) . With these identifiable sources removed, the remaining power is dominated by fainter DSFGs that contribute the bulk of the CIB (Lagache et al. 2005; Casey et al. 2014 ). These DSFGs are important both as a foreground for CMB experiments and as a tool to understand the history of star and galaxy formation (e.g., Bond et al. 1986 Bond et al. , 1991 Knox et al. 2001; Madau & Dickinson 2014) . The power from DSFGs can be separated into a component with no angular clustering (the "Poisson" component) and an angularly clustered component. By definition these two components have distinct angular scale dependencies. Multifrequency measurements of CIB power can determine the spectral index of both the clustered and Poisson components of the CIB anisotropy, providing constraints on the redshift distributions and dust temperatures for each component.
Both the tSZ and CIB are tracers of the underlying dark matter distribution, and thus we expect the two signals to be correlated (Addison et al. 2012a ). This correlation is itself an interesting probe of cluster physics and evolution, but it complicates the separation of individual components in multi-frequency measurements (Reichardt et al. 2012 ).
Previous measurements
The first robust measurement of the amplitude of the SZ power spectrum was presented by Lueker et al. (2010, hereafter L10) using 100 deg 2 of data from the South Pole Telescope (SPT) in the angular multipole range (2000 < < 9500). Improved SPT measurements of the power spectrum have since been reported by Shirokoff et al. (2011) and Reichardt et al. (2012) (here-after S11 and R12) using 200 deg 2 and 800 deg 2 of data respectively. R12 measured the tSZ and kSZ power at = 3000 to D tSZ 3000 = 3.26±1.06 µK 2 and D kSZ 3000 < 6.7 µK 2 (95% CL) at 153 GHz. The Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) collaboration has also measured the highpower spectrum (Das et al. 2011 (Das et al. , 2014 with multifrequency band powers covering the multipole range from (1540 < < 9440). Dunkley et al. (2013) use the power spectra presented in Das et al. (2014) to measure D tSZ 3000 = 3.3 ± 1.4 µK 2 and D kSZ 3000 < 8.6 µK 2 (95% CL) at 150 GHz. The SPT and ACT power spectra and resulting constraints on SZ power are consistent within the reported uncertainties. On much larger angular scales ( ≤ 2000) , the Planck collaboration has detected the tSZ power spectrum at high significance (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013c ). The measured tSZ power at all scales is less than predicted by some models, suggesting either current astrophysical models over-predict the tSZ power or that σ 8 is significantly less than the value of ∼ 0.8-0.83 preferred by WMAP and Planck analyses of primary CMB anisotropy (Hinshaw et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration et al. 2013a) .
The tSZ power has also been detected in higher-order moments of maps using data from ACT (Wilson et al. 2012) and SPT (Crawford et al. 2014 ) (hereafter C14). Including an 11% modeling uncertainty, C14 use the measurement of the bispectrum to predict the tSZ power to be D tSZ 3000 = 2.96 ± 0.64 µK 2 at 153 GHz. The results are consistent with the direct power measurements.
The same data used to measure the SZ power spectrum can also be used to measure the CIB power at millimeter wavelengths and, if multi-frequency data are available, the CIB spectral behavior at these wavelengths. In previous work, the data lacked statistical power to test the need for separate spectral indices for the Poisson and clustered components. R12 constrained the combined spectral index of both components between 150 and 220 GHz to be α = 3.56±0.07, i.e. the CIB flux scales with frequency as F ν ∝ ν α=3.56 . When the two indices were allowed to vary independently, R12 measured corresponding indices of α p = 3.45±0.11 and α c = 3.72±0.12, a difference of 1.7σ. Dunkley et al. (2013) also detected significant power attributed to clustered DSFGs in the ACT data and found a preferred combined DSFG spectral index of 3.7 ± 0.1, consistent with the R12 results. However, when allowing the spectral indices to vary independently, Dunkley et al. (2013) were unable to constrain the clustered component of the CIB. The spectral index depends on both the spectral energy distribution of individual DSFGs and their redshift distribution, and these quantities have also recently been determined statistically through cross correlations with ancillary catalogs (Viero et al. 2013b) .
When including a single-component model for correlation between tSZ power and CIB power, R12 found the normalized correlation coefficient at = 3000 to be ξ = 0.18 ± 0.12. The analysis of the ACT data presented in Dunkley et al. (2013) does not constrain this correlation; instead, a uniform prior is placed on the on the correlation.
R12 constrained the amplitude of the kSZ power at = 3000 to be D kSZ 3000 < 2.8 µK 2 at 95% confidence in the absence of tSZ-CIB correlations. When correlations were allowed, this constraint relaxed to D kSZ 3000 < 6.7 µK 2 at 95% confidence. Dunkley et al. (2013) constrain the amplitude of the kSZ power to be D kSZ 3000 < 8.6 µK 2 at 95% confidence with a uniform prior of ξ ∈ [0, 0.2]. When this prior was relaxed to ξ < 0.5 in Sievers et al. (2013) , the kSZ constraint was weakened to D kSZ 3000 < 9.4 µK 2 at 95% confidence.
The kSZ power can be interpreted as a constraint on reionization. Zahn et al. (2012, hereafter Z12) used reionization simulations to show that when all of the kSZ power in the baseline model R12 is interpreted to be from reionization (a more conservative assumption in the case of this upper limit than attributing some of it to homogeneous kSZ), the upper limit on the duration of the period in which the universe goes from an average ionization of x e =0.20 to 0.99 is ∆z ≡ zx e=0.20 − zx e =0.99 ≤ 4.4 (95% confidence). Z12 report a yet more conservative limit of ∆z ≤ 7.9 (95% confidence) when allowing for tSZ-CIB correlation.
1.3. This work This is the fourth SPT power spectrum analysis focused on CIB and secondary CMB anisotropies. Here, we improve upon the last release by R12 in two ways. First and most importantly, we use the full 2540 deg 2 SPT-SZ survey, which covers three times (four times at 95 GHz) more sky area than used by R12 with the concomitant reduction in power spectrum uncertainties. We also include twice as much data on 200 deg 2 of the R12 region. These are the two SPT "deep" fields which were first observed in 2008, and reobserved to the same noise level at 150 GHz in 2010 and 2011. Second, we improve the analysis by more optimally weighting the data in twodimensional Fourier space which reduces the power spectrum uncertainties by approximately 15%.
The paper is organized as follows. The observations and power spectrum analysis are described in Section 2, and systematics checks are detailed in Section 3. The resulting power spectra are presented in Section 4. The model to which the data are fit is presented in Section 5. An overview of the cosmological constraints is presented in Section 6, with more detailed investigations of the implications for the tSZ, the kSZ, the tSZ-CIB correlation, and CIB power spectra in Sections 7, 8, 9, and 10 respectively. We conclude in Section 11.
DATA AND ANALYSIS
We present power spectra from 2540 square degrees of SPT data at 95, 150, and 220 GHz. Power spectra are estimated using a pseudo-C cross-spectrum method (Hivon et al. 2002; Polenta et al. 2005; Tristram et al. 2005) . We calibrate the data by comparing the power spectrum to Planck 1-year CMB power spectrum (Planck collaboration et al. 2013 ).
Data
The 2540 deg 2 of sky analyzed in this work were observed with the SPT-SZ camera on the SPT from 2008 to 2011. The full survey was divided into 19 contiguous sub-patches, referred to as fields, for observations. The specific field locations and extents can be found in Table 1 of Story et al. (2013) , hereafter S13. The SPT-SZ camera consists of 960 horn-coupled spiderweb bolometers with superconducting transition edge sensors and was installed on the 10-meter SPT from 2007-2011. The telescope, receiver, and detectors are discussed in more detail in Ruhl et al. (2004) , Padin et al. (2008) , Shirokoff et al. (2009), and Carlstrom et al. (2011) .
Seventeen of the 19 fields were observed to an approximate depth of 18 µK-arcmin at 150 GHz. The noise levels at 95 and 220 GHz vary significantly between 2008 and subsequent years as the focal plane was refurbished to maximize sensitivity to the tSZ effect before the 2009 observing season. This refurbishment added science-quality 95 GHz detectors and removed half of the 220 GHz detectors. As a result, the 2009-2011 data are comparatively shallower at 220 GHz, but much deeper at 95 GHz. The remaining two fields (200 deg 2 ), first observed in 2008, were reobserved in 2010 and 2011 to acquire higher quality 95 GHz data. Thus these two fields have ∼ √ 2 lower noise at 150 GHz. The approximate statistical weight of data from each year [2008 .25] at 220 GHz. Details of the time-ordered data (TOD), filtering, and map-making can be found in S11.
Beams and calibration
The SPT beams are measured using a combination of bright point sources in each field, Venus, and Jupiter as described in S11. The main lobes of the SPT beam at 95, 150, and 220 GHz are well-represented by 1.7 , 1.2 , and 1.0 FWHM Gaussians.
The observation-to-observation relative calibrations of the TOD are determined from measurements of a galactic H II region, RCW38, repeated several times per day. The absolute calibration at each frequency is determined by comparing the Planck combined CMB power spectrum and the single-band SPT power spectra over the multipole range ∈ [670, 1170] in -bins that match the released Planck power spectrum. Modes are equally weighted within each bin. The power in this multipole range is dominated by primary CMB power at our observing frequencies. This calibration method is model independent as it only requires that the primary CMB power in the SPT fields be statistically representative of the all-sky power. We estimate the uncertainty in the SPT power calibration at [95, 150, 220] GHz to be [1.1%, 1.2%, 2.2%]. The correlated part of these uncertainties is 1.0%. The high correlation is unsurprising, as the uncertainty in the calibration is dominated by SPT sample variance, which is nearly 100% correlated between the three SPT bands. The beam and calibration uncertainties are included in the power spectrum covariance matrix as described in Section 2.3.5.
Power spectrum estimation
To estimate the power spectrum, we use a pseudo-C method (Hivon et al. 2002) . Pseudo-C methods estimate the power spectrum from the spherical harmonic transform of the map, after correcting for effects such as TOD filtering, beams, and finite sky coverage. We use the MASTER algorithm (Hivon et al. 2002) to correct for beam, apodization, and filtering effects. In a departure from the MASTER algorithm, however, we calculate cross-spectra (Polenta et al. 2005; Tristram et al. 2005) to eliminate noise bias in the spectrum. The SPT observation strategy is well-suited to cross-spectra as it produces approximately 100 complete, independent maps for each field. The analysis is performed in the flat-sky approximation and Fourier transforms are used instead of spherical harmonic transforms. We report the power spectrum in terms of D , where
Details of the power spectrum estimator have been presented in previous SPT papers, most relevantly L10, Keisler et al. (2011) (hereafter K11) , and R12. In the following sections, we provide an overview on the method and note differences between the current analysis and the method used by R12.
Cross spectra
We apply a window to the map which smoothly goes to zero at the map edges and masks point sources detected above 5σ at 150 GHz. The individual point source masks are a 2 arcmin radius disc for sources detected between 5σ and 50σ, with the disc size increased to 5 arcmin for sources detected above 50σ. Outside of this radius, a Gaussian taper with σ taper = 5 arcmin is applied.
We Fourier transform the windowed maps, and then take a weighted average of the two-dimensional power spectrum within an -bin b,
where H is a two-dimensional weight array described below andm νi,A is the Fourier transformed map. Here, ν i , ν j are the observation frequencies (e.g., 150 GHz) and A, B are the observation indices. We average all crossspectra D
AB b
for A = B to calculate binned power spectrum D b for each field. We refer to the power within a bin b as defined by equation 2 as a "bandpower."
The maps have anisotropic noise due to the observation strategy and TOD filtering. At low , modes perpendicular to the scan direction ( x = 0) are noisier than those parallel to the scan direction ( y = 0). R12 addressed this by simply masking modes at x < 1200. In this work, we instead follow the weighting procedure used in K11. We construct a two-dimensional weight array H , defined as
where C th is the theoretical power spectrum used in simulations described in section 2.3.2, and N is the twodimensional, calibrated, beam-deconvolved noise power. N is calculated from difference maps between scans going in opposite directions. In most cases, this is the difference between left-going and right-going scans, however, for observations which used elevation scans, this is the difference between upward-going and downward going scans. The weight array is smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of width σ = 1000 to reduce the scatter in the noise power, and is normalized such that ∈b H = 1 for each bin b. A separate weight array is calculated for each observation field. Application of the weight array improves the signal-to-noise of the power spectrum by approximately 15%.
Simulations
Noise-free simulations are used to estimate the sample variance and transfer function from map-making. For each field, we create 100 sky realizations that are smoothed by the appropriate beam for each frequency. We then simulate observations of these sky realizations by sampling each realization using the SPT pointing information. These simulated TOD are filtered and processed into maps identically to the real data.
Each simulated sky is the sum of Gaussian realizations of the best-fit lensed WMAP7+S13 ΛCDM primary CMB model, a tSZ model, a kSZ model, and point source contributions. The simulation inputs have been updated to be consistent with the R12 bandpowers, which have point sources masked at the same significance level as this work, corresponding to a flux cut above ∼ 6.4 mJy at 150 GHz. The kSZ power spectrum is based on the Sehgal et al. (2010) simulations with an amplitude of 2.0 µK 2 at = 3000. The tSZ power spectrum is calculated from the Shaw et al. (2010) simulations and has an amplitude of 4.4 µK 2 at = 3000 in the 150 GHz band. There are three point source components in the simulations: terms from both spatially clustered and Poissondistributed dusty star-forming galaxies (DSFGs), and a term for Poisson-distributed radio sources. The DSFG Poisson term has an amplitude of D 2 at 150 GHz with an assumed spectral index of α r = −0.6 These simulations neglect non-Gaussianity in the tSZ, kSZ, and radio source contributions and thus slightly underestimate the sample variance. Millea et al. (2012) argue this is negligible for SPT since the bandpower uncertainties are dominated by instrumental noise on the relevant angular scales.
Covariance estimation and conditioning
The bandpower covariance matrix accounts for sample variance and instrumental noise variance. As in R12, the sample variance is estimated from the signal-only simulations (see Section 2.3.2), and the noise variance is calculated from the distribution of the cross-spectrum bandpowers D νi×νj ,AB b between observations A and B, and frequencies ν i and ν j . At > 5000, where the signal is strongly noise dominated, we ensure the covariance matrix remains positive definite by using only the first term in eqn. A15 in L10. This term scales with the variance of the cross spectra, and is an accurate estimate of the covariance in the noise-dominated regime. There is statistical uncertainty on elements of the estimated bandpower covariance matrix that can degrade parameter constraints (see, e.g., Dodelson & Schneider 2013) . We "condition" the covariance matrix to reduce this uncertainty following the prescription in R12. We find in simulations that this conditioning significantly reduces the degradation in parameter constraints.
The covariance matrix is a set of thirty-six square blocks, with the six on-diagonal blocks corresponding to the covariances of 95 x 95, 95 x 150, ... 220 x 220 GHz spectra. The covariance matrix includes an estimate of the signal, and, if both bandpowers share a common map, noise variance. In the estimated covariances of off-diagonal blocks for which the instrumental noise term is included, e.g., the (95 × 150, 150 × 220) covariance, the uncertainty in the covariance estimate can be large compared to the true covariance. Therefore we calculate the elements of these off-diagonal blocks analytically from the diagonal elements of the on-diagonal blocks using the equations in Appendix A of L10.
Field weighting
We calculate a weight, w i , for each field and frequency cross spectrum in order to combine the individual-field bandpowers. Unlike R12 who use an -dependent weighting scheme, we set w i for each frequency combination equal to the average of the inverse of the diagonal of the covariance matrix over the bins 2500 < < 3500. Note that this covariance matrix includes noise and sample variance from simulations, but no beam or calibration errors. We expect and observe that the optimal weights vary slowly with angular scale, and these angular scales are chosen to maximize the sensitivity to the SZ signals.
The combined bandpowers are calculated from the individual-field bandpowers according to:
and the covariance matrix similarly:
Note that the sum of the weights i w i = 1.
Beam and calibration uncertainties
For the cosmological analysis, we fold beam and calibration uncertainties into the bandpower covariance matrix. This follows the treatment of beam uncertainties laid out by K11 and used by R12. Calibration uncertainty mimics a constant fractional beam uncertainty.
As in K11, we estimate a beam-calibration correlation matrix for each year:
where
and B b is the Fourier transform of the map of the beam averaged across bin b.
We then combine the correlation matrix for each year according to the yearly weights, which is the sum of the fraction of the weights from each field in a given year at a given frequency. We add to this the calibration correlation matrix defined by ρ ρ ρ cal = σ 2 cal , where σ cal is the fractional calibration uncertainty. The correlation matrix is transformed into a covariance matrix by multiplying by the measured bandpowers:
We add this beam and calibration covariance to the bandpower covariance matrix which contains the effects of sample variance, and instrumental noise. The final covariance matrix includes beam, calibration, sample variance and instrumental noise.
NULL TESTS
We use null tests to search for systematic errors in the data. In each null test, we divide the set of maps into two halves and difference the halves to remove true astrophysical signals. We then apply the cross spectrum analysis described in the last section to the differenced maps, which should result in a spectrum consistent with zero.
In the limit of perfect knowledge of the instrument, any remaining signals should not be of astrophysical origin; the residual astrophysical signal in simulated null spectra is much smaller than the uncertainties. The various ways in which the data are split in half are chosen to maximize the sensitivity to likely sources of systematic errors. We compare the resulting spectra to the expectation value of zero, with a significant deviation from zero implying the presence of a systematic error. We look for systematic effects using the following data splits:
• Scan direction: We difference data from left-going and right-going scans (or in a minority of cases, upward and downward-going). This tests for effects sensitive to telescope velocity or acceleration. Examples include errors in the estimated detector time constants or microphonic pickup.
• Azimuthal Range: We difference the data depending on the observation azimuth to maximize sensitivity to emission from the ground and structures around the telescope. We group the data according to the magnitude of observed ground emission on several degree scales, as detailed by S11.
• Time: We difference the data based on observation time. We compare data from the first half of the observations of a field to the second half. This tests the temporal stability of the instrument, including calibration, pointing, detector responsivity and linearity, and any other long time-scale effect.
We find the results of each test to be consistent with zero. The results are plotted in Figure 1 . Combining all three frequencies, the probabilities to exceed (PTE) for the "scan direction", "azimuthal range", and "time" null tests are 0.02, 0.79, and 0.96 respectively. At 95, 150, and 220 GHz, the combined PTEs for the three tests combined are 0.43, 0.37, and 0.68. We conclude that there is no evidence for systematic biases.
BANDPOWERS
The analysis described in Section 2.3 is applied to the 2540 deg 2 of sky observed in the SPT-SZ survey. The resulting bandpowers are shown in Figure 2 and tabulated in Table 1 . All bandpowers presented have point sources detected at > 5σ (∼ 6.4 mJy) at 150 GHz masked. The bandpowers, covariance matrix, and window functions are available for download on the SPT 1 and LAMBDA websites. The websites also have bandpowers with galaxy clusters masked (see Section 6.4).
At the SPT observing frequencies, the power spectrum at < 3000 is dominated by the primary CMB anisotropy. At approximately = 3000, the cosmic infrared background (CIB) anisotropy becomes dominant, which includes both clustered and Poisson components and asymptotes to an 2 form at high . In the 95/,GHz band, power from Poisson distributed radio sources is dominant for large . We detect the tSZ effect, constrain a correlation between the tSZ and CIB powers, and set upper limits on the amplitude of the kSZ signal. Figure 3 shows the bandpowers in our 6 frequency combinations, including the best-fit model components.
COSMOLOGICAL MODELING
We fit the SPT bandpowers to a model that includes lensed primary CMB anisotropy, tSZ and kSZ effects, radio galaxies, the dusty galaxies that make up the CIB, and correlations between the tSZ signal and CIB power. DSFGs are the source of the CIB and are the most important foreground, especially at high frequencies. We model the power spectrum of DSFGs as the sum of unclustered (Poisson) and clustered components. We also include a Poisson contribution from radio galaxies that is most important at lower frequencies. Finally, we include a term for the galactic cirrus. This final component is negligible, as we have chosen to observe fields with low galactic emission. Note. -Angular multipole range, weighted multipole value eff , bandpowerD, and bandpower uncertainty σ for the six auto and cross-spectra of the 95 GHz, 150 GHz, and 220 GHz maps with point sources detected at > 5σ (∼ 6.4 mJy) at 150 GHz masked at all frequencies. The uncertainties in the table are calculated from the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, which includes sample variance, beam errors, calibration errors (see Section 2.2), and instrumental noise. Due to the larger beam size at 95 GHz (and resulting lower S/N at high ), the 95x95 GHz bandpowers are limited to < 8800.
Parameter constraints are calculated using the November 2013 version of the publicly available CosmoMC 3 package (Lewis & Bridle 2002) . We add two modules to the standard CosmoMC for fitting the high-data: one to model the foregrounds and secondary anisotropies and one to calculate the SPT likelihood function. The code is a modified and expanded version of the modules discussed in Millea et al. (2012) and used by S11 and R12. These new modules and instructions for compiling them are available at the SPT website.
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The cosmological constraints presented here include measurements of the primary CMB anisotropy, baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO), and Hubble constant (H 0 ). For the primary CMB, we include the Planck 2013 data release (Planck collaboration et al. 2013 ). We do not carry over the tight foreground constraints from the 3 http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc SPT bandpowers to the Planck HFI likelihood evaluation, with three exceptions: the tSZ power, kSZ power, and the tSZ-CIB correlation coefficient. The H 0 measurement used here is from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST, Riess et al. 2011) . We include measurements of the BAO feature from SDSS (Anderson et al. 2012; Padmanabhan et al. 2012 ) and 6dF data (Beutler et al. 2011 ).
Cosmic microwave background anisotropy
We predict the primary CMB temperature anisotropy within the standard, six-parameter, spatially flat, lensed ΛCDM cosmological model. For faster calculations, we use PICO 4 (Fendt & Wandelt 2007b,a) instead of CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000) to calculate the primary CMB anisotropy. -The SPT and Planck bandpowers. The Planck and S13 bandpowers (open squares and circles) are primary CMB only, and agree well on all angular scales. The grey line is the lensed ΛCDM CMB theory spectrum. We also show bandpowers at 95, 150, and 220 GHz (filled squares, circles and diamonds) measured with the SPT in this work. On large scales, the primary CMB anisotropy is dominant at all frequencies. On smaller scales, contributions from the CIB, radio sources, and secondary CMB anisotropies (tSZ and kSZ) dominate the observed power. The observed differences between frequency bands are due to these other sources of power. The CIB dominates the power spectrum at small scales at 150 and 220 GHz; radio galaxies are more important at 95 GHz.
Thermal Sunyaev-Zel'dovich anisotropy
We consider three models for the tSZ power spectrum. We adopt the baseline model from Shaw et al. (2010) as the baseline model in this work. Models by Sehgal et al. (2010) and Bhattacharya et al. (2012) are used as alternatives. The three models are similar in their approach (combining N-body simulation results with semianalytical models for gas physics) and predict different amplitudes, but essentially the same angular shape, for the tSZ power spectrum. We briefly describe each model below.
The Sehgal et al. (2010) model (which we will refer to hereafter as the Sehgal model) is the earliest of the three models, and the only one produced before the L10 tSZ power results were published. The Sehgal model combines the semi-analytic model for the intra-cluster medium (ICM) of Bode et al. (2009) with a cosmological N-body simulation to produce simulated tSZ and kSZ maps. The principal difference between this model and the later Shaw and Bhattacharya models is the lack of non-thermal pressure support from e.g., merger-induced shocks. Non-thermal pressure support reduces the tSZ signal in the outskirts of clusters. For assumed cosmological parameters of (Ω b , Ω m , Ω Λ , h, n s , σ 8 ) = (0.044, 0.264, 0.736, 0.71, 0.96, 0.80), the Sehgal model predicts D tSZ 3000 = 9.5 µK 2 at 143 GHz. In response to the results of L10, which showed very low tSZ power compared to the predictions of the Sehgal model, Shaw et al. (2010) investigated the impact of cluster astrophysics on the tSZ power spectrum, using a modified version of the Bode et al. (2009) model for gas physics. These modifications included adding components that suppress the tSZ power such as AGN feedback and non-thermal pressure support (see also Battaglia et al. 2012; Trac et al. 2011) . For the fiducial cosmological parameters given above, the baseline model from Shaw et al. (2010, hereafter the Shaw model) predicts D tSZ 3000 = 5.5 µK 2 at = 3000 and 143 GHz. We use this tSZ template in all Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) chains where another model is not explicitly specified. Shaw et al. (2010) also describe how the tSZ power scales with cosmological parameters. Around the fiducial cosmological model listed above, the tSZ power scales as
We assume all tSZ models follow this cosmological scal- is identical to the Shaw model, except with different fiducial values for the astrophysical parameters. In particular, the energy feedback is lower and the non-thermal pressure support is higher. Taken together, this reduces the predicted tSZ power with the fiducial cosmological parameter values to D tSZ 3000 = 5.0 µK 2 at 143 GHz.
5.3. Kinematic Sunyaev-Zel'dovich anisotropy The kSZ power spectrum is naturally split into two model components. The "homogeneous kSZ" component arises after reionization from the correlation of density fluctuations with the velocity field in the completely ionized universe. The second "patchy kSZ" component comes from the motion of partially ionized gas during the epoch of reionization. The patchy kSZ power depends primarily on the duration of the reionization epoch. If reionization were instantaneous or isotropic, the patchy kSZ signal would be zero, and the only detectable kSZ signal would be the homogeneous kSZ signal from the post-reionization era.
We discuss our models for each component next. The baseline template used to fit the kSZ signal in the chains is an equally weighted sum of the homogeneous and patchy kSZ templates.
Homogeneous Kinematic Sunyaev-Zel'dovich anisotropy
We rely upon the analytic model of Shaw et al. (2012) that includes cooling + star formation (CSF) for the homogeneous kSZ power spectrum. The model is calibrated to a hydrodynamical simulation, which includes metallicity-dependent radiative cooling and starformation. The kSZ power spectrum was calculated through measurements of the power spectrum of gas fluctuations over a range of redshifts in each simulation. For the assumed fiducial cosmology (detailed in Section 5.2), the CSF simulation predicts 1.6 µK 2 at = 3000. In this model, reionization occurs instantaneously at z end = 8. Shaw et al. (2012) argue that the CSF model is a robust lower limit on the amplitude of the hkSZ amplitude, and find that the total theoretical uncertainty on the amplitude of the hkSZ power at = 3000 is 30%. This uncertainty is due to a combination of uncertainties on astrophysical processes, cosmological parameters, and helium reionization.
The approximate scaling of the homogeneous kSZ signal with cosmological parameters around the fiducial cosmology given by Shaw et al. (2012) is
5.3.2. Kinematic Sunyaev-Zel'dovich Anisotropy from patchy reionization
The patchy kSZ signal is modeled using the technique presented by Z12, which we briefly review here. The signal is determined from a simulation in which the matter over-density is calculated with a linear model. The halo collapse fraction is set as a function of the over-density. The number of ionizing photons in a region is then estimated based on the number of collapsed halos above the cooling threshold mass. If there are sufficient ionizing photons given the number of hydrogen atoms within the halo, the halo is labeled ionized. If not, this procedure is repeated at smaller and smaller scales until the simulation resolution is reached, which results in an ionization field. The ionized regions are then correlated with the density and velocity fields to determine the kSZ power spectrum.
The kSZ power spectrum resulting from these simulations is dependent upon two parameters: the midpoint of reionization z mid = zx e =0.50 , wherex e is the average ionization fraction, and the duration of reionization, ∆z = zx e =0.20 − zx e =0.99 . The choice of a relatively large ionization fraction ofx e = 0.20 for the beginning of reionization is due to the fact that lower ionized fractions are largely made up of ionized regions too small to be probed by the SPT data, hence we do not attempt to constrain the reionization state preceding this level of ionization. The reionization model used in this analysis does not include self-regulation, and is therefore roughly symmetric about the midpoint of reionization. Additionally, at least one study (Park et al. 2013 ) has found that selfregulation can result in a relationship between ionization history and patchy kSZ that is more complicated than the clean dependence on z mid and ∆z found by Z12 and other authors (e.g., Battaglia et al. 2013; Mesinger et al. 2012) . For the purposes of this work, we use the Z12 model with no modifications and consider the effects of self-regulation as a potential caveat to our conclusions about ∆z.
Z12 also demonstrate that the shape of the patchy kSZ power spectrum from the simulations is quite robust to changes in duration and timing of reionization, implying that a single -space template can be used for fitting the data. This conclusion is supported by the relatively small observed changes in the kSZ constraints from the current data when assuming different signal templates. For the fiducial model template provided by Z12 and used in our models, reionization begins at z = 11 and concludes at z = 8. The patchy template scales with cosmology in the same way as hkSZ, shown in equation 10.
Cosmic infrared background
The CIB is made up of thermal emission from dust grains which absorb optical and UV light and emit infrared radiation. The total energy in this emission is almost equal in power to all of the starlight that has not been absorbed (Dwek & Arendt 1998; Fixsen et al. 1998) . The CIB signal originates in DSFGs over a large range in redshift (Lagache et al. 2005; Marsden et al. 2009; Casey et al. 2014) . Models of the CIB are naturally expressed in units of flux density (Jy) as opposed to CMB temperature units. In order to convert between the power at an arbitrary frequency ν 0 and the power in a cross spectrum ν 1 × ν 2 , we multiply the ratio of the flux densities by a conversion factor given by:
where B is the CMB black-body specific intensity evaluated at T CMB , and ν 1 and ν 2 are the effective frequencies of the SPT bands, which are discussed in section Section 5.7. In this analysis, we separate the CIB term into Poisson and clustered components, allow each of these contributions to have independent frequency scaling, and allow a correlation between CIB emission and the tSZ signal. These portions of the CIB model are described in the next few sections.
Poisson term
DSFGs appear as point sources in the SPT maps. Statistical fluctuations in their number over the sky results in a Poisson distribution, which is a constant power in C , or D ∝ 2 . The residual CIB power in the SPT power spectrum changes little with the flux threshold for point source masking, as the majority of power in the CIB is expected to come from sources below ∼ 1 mJy.
The Poisson power spectrum of the DSFGs can be written as
where η ν describes how the CIB brightness scales with observing frequency, which is discussed in Section 5.4.3. D p 3000 is the amplitude of the Poisson DSFG power spectrum at = 3000 and frequency ν 0 = 154.1 GHz (Section 5.7). In this paper, we neglect variation in the frequency dependence between sources. Hall et al. (2010) argue that the spectral index of the individual DSFGs varies by less than σ α = 0.7, which would not substantially affect the Poisson power measured across SPT frequencies.
Clustered term
Galaxies are preferentially found within matter overdensities, which means they cluster on the sky. Previous studies of galaxies at sub-millimeter and millimeterwavelength, including Viero et al. (2009 ), Dunkley et al. (2011 ), Planck Collaboration et al. (2011 ), Addison et al. (2012c , S11, and R12, have found the clustered term to be well-approximated by a power law of the form D c ∝ 0.8 . This power law index also matches the correlation function observed for Lyman-break galaxies at z ∼ 3 (Giavalisco et al. 1998; Scott & White 1999) . We use this power-law template unless specifically noted.
We consider two alternate forms for the clustered term. The first takes 1 and 2-halo clustered templates from the best-fit halo model in Viero et al. (2013a) . The frequency scaling is assumed to be the same between each template, however, the relative amplitude of each template is a free parameter. We also examine allowing the power-law exponent to vary. As the effect of freeing the power-law exponent is similar to the effect of having free parameters for the amplitudes 1-and 2-halo terms, we only report CIB constraints for the latter case.
Frequency dependence
As the baseline model for the CIB frequency dependence, we use a modified black-body (BB) model. The frequency dependence in a modified BB model is:
where B ν (T ) is the black-body spectrum for temperature T , and β is an effective dust emissivity index. In the MCMC chains, we allow β to be a free parameter with a uniform prior β ∈ [0.5, 3.5]. Recent observations of galactic dust over a large portion of the sky have found 1 < β < 4 in various regions (Bracco et al. 2011) , and laboratory measurements of dust grain analogs show that β is dependent on temperature and frequency and can span a large range. (Boudet et al. 2005; Agladze et al. 1996; Mennella et al. 1998) We generally fix T = 20 K, which differs from the choice of Addison et al. (2012c) who fix the temperature to 9.7 K. Since the SPT bandpasses are in the Rayleigh-Jeans region of the spectrum for any temperatures above ∼ 15 K, there is a nearly perfect degeneracy between dust temperatures above this value. We allow T to float between 5 and 50 K in Section 10 and find virtually no impact on the SZ constraints. We allow the Poisson and clustered components of the CIB to have different frequency scalings (β). This choice is motivated by the different expected redshift distributions of the two components. For fixed dust temperature, emission from low-redshift DSFGs will be closer to the Rayleigh-Jeans region of the spectrum and have a steeper spectral index than high-redshift emission coming from closer to the peak of the graybody. Large scale structure clustering is stronger at low redshift, so we expect the clustered component to have lower mean redshift, and hence a steeper frequency scaling, than the Poisson component (e.g., Addison et al. 2012a ).
tSZ-CIB correlations
Both the tSZ and CIB are biased tracers of the underlying dark matter distribution, thus we expect correlation between the two signals (Addison et al. 2012b ). The level and angular dependence of the correlation are largely unconstrained by current observational data. The current SPT-SZ bandpowers show a clear preference for tSZ-CIB correlation (see Table 2 ), and a parameter describing this correlation is included in the baseline model.
We adopt a simple model that assumes the correlation is independent of and observing frequency. Below the tSZ null frequency (and, hence, in all SPT bands), the power from the tSZ-CIB correlation in this model takes the form:
where D tSZ ,ν1,ν1 is the tSZ power spectrum, and D
CIB
,ν1,ν1 is the sum of the Poisson and clustered CIB components. Note that this is the opposite of the sign convention adopted in R12.
We consider one variation upon this simple model. When combining the tSZ model of Shaw et al. (2010) with the halo-model-based CIB models of Shang et al. (2012) , Z12 see an angular dependence in the correlation factor for some of the CIB models. Around = 3000, the different correlation functions in Figure 3 of Z12 primarily vary in their slope after letting the amplitude float freely. We thus consider an extension with one additional free parameter, a slope in , such that:
The results for the tSZ-CIB correlation are discussed in Section 9.
5.5. Radio galaxies Most of the brightest point sources in the SPT maps are identified as radio sources in long-wavelength catalogs (e.g., SUMSS, Mauch et al. 2003) and have spectral indices that are consistent with synchrotron emission (Mocanu et al. 2013) . Therefore, we include a Poisson term for radio sources below the detection threshold at 150 GHz of ∼6.4 mJy:
D r 3000 is the amplitude of the Poisson radio source power spectrum at = 3000 and frequency ν 0 . We denote the effective spectral index of the radio source population as α r . D r 3000 will depend linearly on the flux above which point sources are masked as a consequence the fact that S 2 dN/dS for synchrotron sources is nearly independent of S (see e.g., De Zotti et al. 2005 ).
We do not expect to strongly detect the Poisson signal at 150 GHz from sources below the SPT detection threshold; instead, we apply a prior to this term based on models. As in R12, a Gaussian prior is set on the 150 GHz amplitude of 1.28 ± 0.19 µK 2 based on the De Zotti et al. (2005) source count model. We note that this model provides a reasonable fit to the measured SPT 150 GHz synchrotron-dominated source counts in the flux range near the detection threshold (Mocanu et al. 2013) . R12 also fixed the spectral index to -0.53-effectively setting a prior on the radio Poisson signal at 95 and 220 GHz with the same fractional width as the 150 GHz priorbecause freeing the spectral index did not affect the SZ constraints. With the improved data in this work, we have a strong detection of radio power at 95 GHz, and so we allow the spectral index to vary with a uniform prior on α r ∈ [−2, 0]. Fixing the spectral index to α r = −0.53 as in R12 reduces the uncertainties on D by ∼ 10% and shifts the median values by ∼ 0.5 σ.
We expect the clustering of radio galaxies to be negligible at SPT frequencies. First, Hall et al. (2010) show that clustering on the relevant scales will be less than 5% of the mean, which is already quite low compared to the CIB. Additionally, clustered signals at 30 GHz (Sharp et al. 2010 ) extrapolated to 150 GHz would contribute less than 0.1 µK 2 , well below the uncertainty on the clustered CIB signal at that frequency. We therefore ignore radio source clustering in this work.
We do not expect significant correlations between radio galaxies and the tSZ signal. Lin et al. (2009) and Sehgal et al. (2010) show that the number of radio sources with significant mm wavelength flux that are correlated with galaxy clusters is expected to be low. Shaw et al. (2010) produced a cross spectra of the simulated tSZ and radio source maps produced in Sehgal et al. (2010) after masking sources above 6.4 mJy. Shaw et al. (2010) found that the correlation coefficient of radio galaxies and tSZ was 0.023 in these masked simulated maps, which agrees with other lines of reasoning for a low tSZ-radio correlation. If we turn this into a power contribution in the most sensitive 150 GHz band, the tSZ-radio correlation term would be approximately 0.1 µK 2 , or 1/15 that of the tSZ-CIB term. We therefore ignore tSZ-radio correlations in this work.
5.6. Galactic cirrus Galactic cirrus is the final and smallest foreground term included in the model. We marginalize over the cirrus using a fixed angular template with a frequency dependence described by a modified BB. To determine the angular dependence and priors on the cirrus power at each frequency, we cross-correlate the SPT maps with the model 8 galactic dust predictions of Finkbeiner et al. (1999) . Galactic cirrus with an angular dependence of
is seen in all frequency bands with signal to noise of ∼ 3 σ. The measured powers are 0.16, 0.21, and 2.19 µK 2 at 95, 150, and 220 GHz. The three cirrus parameters are the three auto-spectra powers, and the cross-frequency powers are the geometric means of these parameters. We set Gaussian priors based on the measured power and uncertainty at each frequency, thus there are three priors and three parameters in the cirrus model. Fixing the cirrus power instead does not change the constraints.
SPT effective frequencies
We refer to the SPT frequencies as 95, 150, and 220 GHz. The detailed bandpasses were measured using a Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS). The bandpasses changed slightly between 2008 and 2009 due to a focal plane refurbishment, and remained essentially unchanged thereafter. With the data from the FTS measurements, we can calculate an effective band center for sources with any spectrum. As we calibrate the data in CMB temperature units, the effective frequency does not matter for sources with a CMB-like spectrum. The effective band center can vary with the source spectrum, however, and is calculated for all other model components.
We calculate the effective frequency for each year's spectral bandpass and average them according to the yearly weights (see Section 2.3). For an α = −0.5 (radiolike) source spectrum, we find band centers of 95.3, 150.5, and 214.0 GHz. For an α = 3.5 (dust-like) source spectrum, we find band centers of 97.9, 154.1, and 219.6 GHz. If we reduce α by 0.5, the band centers drop by ∼ 0.2 GHz for both radio and dust-like specta; we neglect this small shift in the model fitting. We use these band centers to calculate the frequency scaling between the SPT bands for the radio and CIB terms. For a tSZ spectrum, we find band centers of 97.6, 153.1, and 218.1 GHz. The ratio of tSZ power in the 95 GHz band to that in the 150 GHz band is 2.80. The 220 GHz band center is at the tSZ null, thus we expect no tSZ signal in the 220 GHz band. Unless specifically noted, we will quote the tSZ power constraints at 143 GHz for consistency with Planck.
RESULTS

Baseline model
We begin by presenting results for the baseline model discussed in Section 5. This model includes the six ΛCDM parameters plus eight parameters to describe foregrounds. Foreground parameters include the amplitudes of the tSZ power, kSZ power, CIB Poisson power, and CIB clustered power; two parameters to describe the frequency dependence of the CIB terms; the tSZ-CIB correlation; and the spectral index of radio galaxies. The amplitudes of the Poisson radio galaxy power at 150 GHz and galactic cirrus are technically free parameters but are constrained by strong priors.
We fit the 88 SPT bandpowers to the model described above. There are 80 degrees of freedom (dof), since the ΛCDM parameters are essentially fixed by the Planck+BAO+H 0 data, leaving the eight foreground model parameters. Fixing the ΛCDM parameters to their best-fit values has little effect on derived constraints. This baseline model fits the SPT data with χ 2 = 89.7 and a PTE of 21.5%, and provides the simplest interpretation of the data. The residuals are shown in Figure 4 , with the best-fit calibration (but not beam errors) applied. Table 2 shows the improvement in the quality of the fits with the sequential introduction of free parameters to the original ΛCDM primary CMB model. Adding additional free parameters beyond a term for clustered DSFGs does not significantly improve the quality of the fits. Note. -Improvement to the best-fit χ 2 as additional terms are added to the model. Terms above the double line are included in the baseline model, with each row showing the improvement in likelihood relative to the row above it. For rows below the double line, the ∆χ 2 is shown relative to the baseline model rather than the row above it. The row labeled "1/2 halo clustered DSFG model " replaces the power-law template by two templates for the 1-and 2-halo terms from the halo model in Viero et al. (2013a) . The linear combination of the two templates relaxes the shape prior on the clustered DSFG term. This extension has the strongest support in the data. The row labeled "Sloped tSZ-CIB corr." relaxes the assumption that the tSZ-CIB correlation is independent of angular scale, allowing it to vary linearly with . The row labeled "T ∈ [5, 50 K]" allows the temperature of the modified BB for the Poisson and clustered CIB terms to vary between 5 and 50 K.
CIB constraints
Both the Poisson and clustered CIB components are detected at high significance. At 150 GHz, we find that the Poisson component has power D The constraints from the baseline model are roughly in line with both theoretical expectations and previous work (Hall et al. (2010) , S11, Dunkley et al. (2011) , R12), though we do see less clustered power than previous observations. With tSZ-CIB correlations, R12 found the Poisson power at 150 GHz to be D p 3000 = 8.04±0.48 µK 2 , and constrained the clustered power at 150 GHz to be D c 3000 = 6.71 ± 0.74 µK 2 . Most of the difference in clustered power is due to the different foreground modeling in R12. Fitting the R12 data to the baseline model in this work leads to D p 3000 = 8.59 ± 0.63 and D c 3000 = 4.00 ± 1.1 at 150 GHz, which represent shifts of less than 1σ between the two data sets. The model change that affected the clustered power constraint the most is allowing both a tSZ-CIB correlation and independent spectral indices for the Poisson and clustered CIB simultaneously. The two model parameters were considered separately as extensions to the baseline model in R12, but were not considered together. Additionally, the more precise 90 GHz data presented here constrain the radio spectral index to be different than the fixed value adopted in R12. The change in radio spectral index also contributes a small amount to the change in clustered CIB power.
The implications of the CIB constraints are discussed in Section 10.
Radio galaxy constraints
Radio power is detected at high significance in the 95 GHz data: D r−95×95 3000 = 7.81 ± 0.75 µK 2 . The data show a mild preference for lower radio power at 150 GHz than assumed by the prior: D r−150×150 3000 = 1.06 ± 0.17 µK 2 , or 0.9 σ lower than the prior value of 1.28 ± 0.19 µK 2 . Taken at face value, this implies a preferred radio spectral index of α r = −0.90 ± 0.20, which is approximately 1.5 σ lower than the median spectral index of -0.60 for synchrotron-classified sources in the SPT survey, as reported in Mocanu et al. (2013) . A lower spectral index is consistent with the picture that the spectral index flattens for the brightest 150 GHz radio sources, as argued by Mocanu et al. (2013) . It could also be caused in part by the selection of point sources masked in this power spectrum analysis: sources detected at 150 GHz at a signal-to-noise > 5 are masked. A source with a given 95 GHz flux is more likely to remain unmasked if it has a steep spectral index. For the purposes of this work, however, the radio spectral index is a nuisance parameter, and a detailed study of the relative importance of these effects is beyond the scope of this paper.
SZ power
As shown in Figure 5 , we strongly detect tSZ power and place an upper limit on the kSZ power. We measure D The degeneracy axis of the tSZ and kSZ powers is slightly tilted compared to R12. We note that this shift in the degeneracy axis is largely due to reporting tSZ power at 143 GHz rather than 153 GHz as in previous work. SZ power is detected at approximately 14 σ. These results are nearly independent of the detailed tSZ and kSZ template shapes. Table 3 shows the SZ power constraints for different templates used in the modeling. The different tSZ templates are discussed in Section 7, while the different kSZ templates are discussed in Section 8. -2D likelihood surface for the tSZ and kSZ power at 143 GHz at = 3000 in the baseline model including tSZ-CIB correlations. 1, 2, and 3 σ constraints are shown in shades of blue for the current data, and by the solid, dashed, and dotted lines respectively when the bispectrum prior is included. The observed degeneracy is due to the potential correlation between the tSZ and CIB.
These SZ measurements are consistent with earlier observations of the SZ power. R12 reported tSZ power at 152.9 GHz; numbers at 143 GHz will be a factor of 1.288 higher. Scaling to 143 GHz, the result reported by R12 for a model with a free tSZ-CIB correlation is D tSZ 3000 = 4.20 ± 1.37. This is a shift of 0.1 σ. R12 also found a consistent (if weaker) 95% CL upper limit on the kSZ power of D kSZ 3000 < 6.7 µK 2 . SZ power has also been constrained with ACT data, most recently by Dunkley et al. (2013) at 150 GHz. Translating to 143 GHz, the ACT constraints of D tSZ 3000 = 3.9 ± 1.7 µK 2 and D kSZ 3000 < 8.4 µK 2 are consistent with those presented here. The results presented in this work are consistent with previous analyses of the small-scale SZ power spectra with significantly smaller uncertainties.
tSZ-CIB correlation
We parameterize the tSZ-CIB correlation with a single parameter ξ. An overdensity of dusty galaxies in galaxy clusters would result in a positive value of ξ. The tSZ-CIB correlation is partially degenerate with the tSZ and kSZ power, as illustrated in Figure 6 . Increasing the correlation decreases tSZ power and increases kSZ power. We measure the tSZ-CIB correlation to be ξ = 0.100 +0.069 −0.055 , consistent with the ξ = 0.18 ± 0.12 measured by R12. The data prefer positive tSZ-CIB correlation, and rule out ξ < 0 at the 98.1% CL.
Robustness to cosmology
A natural question is the extent to which the reported SZ and CIB constraints depend on the assumption of a standard ΛCDM cosmology in calculating the primary CMB temperature power spectrum. We examine two extensions to ΛCDM: the number of relativistic species (N eff ) and massive neutrinos ( m ν ). These extensions have been selected as a representative sample of extensions that significantly affect the shape of the primary CMB damping tail, and thus might influence the derived SZ or CIB constraints. We also test fixing the tensor-toscalar ratio r to 0.2 instead of 0, motivated by the recent BICEP2 results (BICEP2 Collaboration et al. 2014) . We find minimal impact on the SZ and foreground parameters. The largest shift in any of the parameters with one of these extensions is 0.3 σ (0.1 µK 2 ) to the DSFG Poisson power level. We also test whether reducing freedom in the primary CMB temperature power spectrum model impacts the SZ constraints. We find fixing the primary CMB temperature power spectrum to the best-fit model results in negligible changes. We conclude that, given the high precision with which the primary CMB power spectrum has been measured and its radically different -dependence, the SZ and foreground constraints are insensitive to the remaining uncertainty in the primary CMB temperature anisotropy.
6.3. Constraints from the tSZ bispectrum More information about the tSZ effect can be gleaned from higher-order moments of the map, such as the bispectrum. The bispectrum, and other higher-order statistics, are less affected by the kSZ-tSZ degeneracy because the kSZ effect is nearly Gaussian and thus contributes very little to the bispectrum. Adding bispectrum measurements can partially break that degeneracy, subject to modeling uncertainties in going from the bispectrum to power spectrum. Motivated by this potential, we investigate adding an external tSZ power constraint derived from the 800 deg 2 SPT bispectrum measurement in C14. At 153.8 GHz, C14 report D As would be expected, the bispectrum prior primarily impacts the SZ constraints, with a small impact on the amplitude of the tSZ-CIB correlation. There is no impact on the CIB constraints, with the largest shift being only 0.2 σ. There is a small downward shift (0.3 σ) in the median tSZ power from D −0.67 µK 2 , and a 30% reduction in the uncertainties. This in turn pushes the ML kSZ power higher and, when relaxing the positivity prior by running chains with negative values of kSZ power allowed, we find D kSZ 3000 = 2.87 ± 1.25 µK 2 . This translates to a 95% CL upper limit of 4.9 µK 2 , and disfavors negative kSZ power at 98.1% (Fixed CSF) + Patchy 3.74 ± 0.52 < 3.3 0.141 ± 0.051
Note. -Measured tSZ power and tSZ-CIB correlation, and 95% confidence upper limits on the kSZ power at = 3000. The Shaw tSZ model template is used in all rows. The first row has constraints for the fiducial model. The second and third rows demonstrate how the constraints depend on the kSZ template, specifically when all kSZ power is assumed to be in the form of the CSF homogeneous kSZ template or patchy kSZ template. The real kSZ spectrum should be a mixture of the two kSZ templates as in row 1. The fourth through sixth rows follow the same pattern, but include the bispectrum information. Below the solid line in rows seven and eight, we show the SZ constraints when we fix the homogeneous kSZ to the CSF model and allow a free parameter for additional patchy kSZ. The CSF kSZ model predicts 1.57 µK 2 for the WMAP7 cosmology detailed in Section 5.3.1 and is scaled with cosmology according to the prescription in that section. The kSZ power shown in these rows is expected to be entirely from the epoch of reionization. 
Results for cluster masked bandpowers
We finally consider the effect of masking all galaxy clusters detected at > 5 σ in the SPT-SZ survey (Bleem et al., in preparation) . Measuring the tSZ power spectrum with clusters masked is an observational probe of how much tSZ power is coming from clusters above the detection threshold of the cluster survey. The masking of the galaxy clusters mirrors the point source treatment with a disk radius of 5 and then a Gaussian taper with FWHM =5 . The disk radius is chosen to be at least a factor of two larger than the core radii of galaxy clusters expected to contribute strongly to the tSZ power at = 3000. The bandpowers for this mask are available online.
1 We fit these bandpowers to the baseline model. As expected, masking galaxy clusters reduces the measured tSZ power significantly. The masked value of D tSZ 3000 shifts by 2.05 µK 2 (1.5 σ) from 4.38 The increased uncertainty is a natural consequence of decreasing the tSZ power. The overall shift in the tSZ-CIB correlation could be caused by increased emission from DSFGs relative to the tSZ signal in less massive clusters. A detailed analysis of this effect, however, is beyond the scope of this work. The constraints on the kSZ power and other foreground terms are essentially unchanged; the 95% CL upper limit on the kSZ power goes from 5.4 to 5.5 µK 2 . Using symmetrized errors for the cluster-masked and default values of tSZ power, the ratio of power is 0.53 ± 0.24. We can compare this value to predictions in the literature for the fraction of tSZ power from clusters above or below a given mass. Using mass estimates from the SPT-SZ cluster catalog (Bleem et al., in preparation), we find that a detection significance of 5σ closely corresponds to a mass of M 500 = 2 × 10 14 M /h, where M 500 is the mass enclosed within the radius R 500 , within which the cluster density is equal to 500 times the critical density of the universe. Figure 3 of Bhattacharya et al. (2012) shows that, assuming the Tinker et al. (2008) mass function and the Arnaud et al. (2010) pressure profile, between 50% and 60% of the tSZ power spectrum at = 3000 comes from clusters less massive than M 500 = 2 × 10 14 M /h. The measured value falls in the middle of this range. Qualitatively similar behavior is shown in Figure 6 of Komatsu & Seljak (2002) (2002), which use different halo mass functions and cluster physics models. A detailed comparison of not just the amplitude but also the shape of the tSZ power spectrum as a function of cluster mass cut could potentially provide interesting constraints on the pressure profiles of galaxy clusters (Battaglia et al. 2012) , however, such an analysis is outside the scope of this work.
TSZ INTERPRETATION
In this section, we consider the implications of the observed tSZ power. The tSZ power constraints are reported in Section 6.1.3 and Table 3 , and the 1D likelihoods for the baseline model and one extension are shown in Figure 7 . We first combine our measurement of the tSZ power spectrum with measurements of the primary CMB power spectrum, H 0 , and BAO to constrain cosmological constants, in particular σ 8 . We then discuss the limitations on cosmological constraints due to uncertainty in theoretical predictions for the tSZ power spectrum and the tension between these predictions and our measurements, given current constraints on cosmology.
The raw statistical power of the tSZ power spectrum in constraining cosmological parameters-particularly σ 8 -is impressive. The very steep scaling shown in equation 9 (D tSZ ∝ σ 8.3 8 ) implies that the measurement of D tSZ presented in Section 6 would result in a statistical constraint on σ 8 of σ(σ 8 ) = 0.0057, or a fractional uncertainty of < 1%.
To go from the observed tSZ power to a constraint on σ 8 , however, requires a prediction for the tSZ power as a function of cosmological parameters. This prediction is subject to considerable uncertainty, as evidenced by the wide spread in predictions for D tSZ for a fixed cosmology by the three models discussed in Section 5.2. The difficulty in predicting the tSZ power spectrum lies partly in the fact that a significant fraction of the total tSZ power is contributed by groups and clusters of mass M 500 < 2 × 10 14 h −1 M and redshift z > 0.65 Note.
-Change to the best-fit χ 2 when the tSZ power spectrum is fixed to the predictions of different models. Differences are reported relative to the baseline model with a free amplitude for the Shaw tSZ template. The model predictions are scaled to account for the specific cosmology at each chain step as described in Section 5.2. The kSZ power is unconstrained in each case. -1D likelihood curves for the amplitude of the tSZ power spectra at 143 GHz and = 3000. The solid and dashed lines are without and with the tSZ bispectrum information. The black curves are for the fiducial model; the nearly identical blue curves show the likelihood when a freely varying slope in the tSZ-CIB correlation is introduced. (Trac et al. 2011; Battaglia et al. 2012; Shaw et al. 2010) , a regime in which few observational constraints exist. This difficulty can be ameliorated somewhat by measurements of the tSZ bispectrum (three-point function), which probes an intermediate range of clusters in mass and redshift and can act as a bridge between the well-studied clusters and those that contribute primarily to the tSZ power spectrum (Bhattacharya et al. 2012; Hill & Sherwin 2013) . Even for well-studied low-redshift, high-mass clusters, significant uncertainty exists in the amount of non-thermal pressure support in clusters, particularly in the outskirts (Shaw et al. 2010; Battaglia et al. 2011; Trac et al. 2011; Parrish et al. 2012 ). It is primarily the level of non-thermal pressure support assumed in the three models in Section 5.2 (the Sehgal, Shaw, and Bhattacharya models) that causes the factorof-two difference in predicted tSZ power at fixed cosmol- 
ogy.
Following previous SPT power spectrum publications, we assume a 50% modeling uncertainty on the tSZ power spectrum at fixed cosmology-roughly encompassing the predictions of the three models we consider-and derive a constraint on σ 8 . In principle, we would also need to estimate the non-Gaussian sample variance between the observed tSZ power and the true cosmological value, but in practice the sample variance is negligibly small compared to the model uncertainty. Based on the Shaw et al. (2009) simulations, L10 estimated the fractional uncertainty due to sample variance on the amplitude of the tSZ power spectrum to be 12% for 100 deg 2 , implying an expected value of 2.4% for the 2500 deg 2 of sky used here. With these assumptions, we obtain a constraint of σ 8 = 0.820 ± 0.011 for the Bhattacharya model and a similar constraint for the Shaw model, while the constraint assuming the Sehgal model as the central value of the prior is shifted slightly (less than 1σ ) downward. These constraints are only modestly shifted from the primary CMB+BAO+H 0 constraint of σ 8 = 0.823 ± 0.012, and the uncertainty is not significantly reduced.
These results demonstrate that, with a 50% modeling uncertainty, the tSZ power spectrum does not add significant weight to the already tight constraints from primary CMB, BAO, and H 0 . On the other hand, this implies that the existing cosmological constraints on σ 8 are placing strong constraints on the models of cluster physics. As shown in Table 4 , the central values of the relation between the tSZ power spectrum and cosmology for all three models we consider are in some tension with the combination of existing constraints on cosmology and the tSZ power we observe. If we were to interpret this as a constraint on a single cluster gas physics parameter such as the level of non-thermal pressure support (the primary difference between the three tSZ models), the Sehgal model value is ruled out at greater than 6σ, while the Shaw and Bhattacharya models values are disfavored at more than 2σ, all in the direction of the data preferring larger values of non-thermal support.
Put another way, the values of σ 8 that would be derived from using tSZ measurements and adopting any of these models with no uncertainty would be significantly lower than the current best-fit ΛCDM value from primary CMB+BAO+H 0 . Figure 8 shows the constraints on σ 8 both with and without modelling uncertainty, as compared to the σ 8 constraint from primary CMB+BAO+H 0 alone. This discrepancy has been noted in earlier tSZ measurements. For example, L10 found that the measurement of the tSZ power spectrum in that work, combined with assuming the Sehgal model with zero prior width, resulted in a constraint of σ 8 = 0.746 ± 0.017. This tension is not confined to power spectrum measurements with the tSZ effect; cluster count measurements find a similar magnitude and direction of tension. For example, Planck Collaboration et al. (2013b) used counts of tSZ-selected clusters, an X-ray derived gas model with a 20% bias in cluster mass determination due to non-thermal pressure support, and BAO priors to derive σ 8 = 0.77 ± 0.02. It has been pointed out by several authors (e.g., Hou et al. 2014; Wyman et al. 2014; Battye & Moss 2014 ) that discrepancies between low-redshift measurements of σ 8 and those based on primary CMB anisotropies can be reconciled by introducing the sum of the neutrino masses as a free parameter, with a value of m ν ∼ 0.3 eV preferred by the combination of data. The tension among measurements of tSZ power or tSZselected cluster counts, modeling of the tSZ effect, and the value of σ 8 preferred by primary CMB and BAO data appears to point to either inadequacies in our understanding of cluster physics, interesting new cosmological information, or some combination of the two. Current cluster data and theoretical models are insufficient to disentangle the relative importance of these two effects. In the high-mass regime important for cluster count measurements, weak-lensing mass measurements of large, uniformly selected cluster samples (including out to high redshift with HST ) hold great promise for constraining the level of non-thermal pressure support and tSZ observable-mass scaling relations in general. In the lower-mass regime important for tSZ power spectrum measurements, we will have to rely in the near term on advances in theoretical modelling, combined with improved measurements of high-mass clusters and measurements such as the tSZ bispectrum that provide a bridge between the two regimes.
KSZ INTERPRETATION
We now consider our measurements of the kSZ power spectrum and the implications for reionization. We present constraints on the amplitude of the total kSZ power spectrum for a combined homogeneous + patchy kSZ template. We also constrain the patchy kSZ power when fixing the homogeneous kSZ power to the CSF model. Finally, we discuss the implications of the observed patchy kSZ power for the duration of the epoch of reionization. Using the power spectra presented in this work, we have significantly tightened the upper limits on the total kSZ power. Table 3 lists the constraints on the tSZ and kSZ powers with and without the bispectrum information using a variety of templates. With the default kSZ template, the 95% CL upper limit on the kSZ power at = 3000 is D kSZ 3000 < 5.4 µK 2 , a factor of 1.25 lower than the limit reported by R12. The uncertainties were reduced by a factor of two: if the kSZ power likelihood had peaked at 0 (as in R12), the upper limit would have been 3.6 µK 2 . This limit is robust to the assumed tSZ templates (change is < 4%), but depends somewhat on the choice of kSZ template.
The total kSZ power will be the sum of the homogeneous and patchy kSZ power, which have slightly different shapes in -space but an identical frequency dependance. The default template assumes equal power at = 3000 from the homogeneous (CSF) and patchy kSZ templates. We also test the -shape dependence of the inferred kSZ power by fitting with a kSZ template of either of the two extremes: 100% patchy kSZ or 100% homogeneous kSZ. The CSF homogeneous template leads to a more stringent upper limit of D kSZ 3000 < 4.5 µK 2 , with the limit relaxing by 2.1 µK 2 to D kSZ 3000 < 6.6 µK 2 with the patchy kSZ template. With the inclusion of the bispectrum information, however, the difference in upper limits between the two extremes is narrowed to 1.1 µK 2 , with the CSF homogeneous kSZ template resulting in an upper limit of D kSZ 3000 < 4.4 µK 2 , and the patchy template giving an upper limit of D kSZ 3000 < 5.5 µK 2 . The difference in total power constraints with the various kSZ templates suggests there is a small amount of information coming from the angular dependence of the kSZ signal. Although the two components are highly degenerate in the current data, future surveys may have the power to disentangle the homogenous and patchy kSZ signals.
We find only minor changes in the kSZ power constraints for the CIB models considered. The largest shift occurs when a slope is allowed in the tSZ-CIB correlation, which leads to a kSZ limit of D kSZ 3000 < 3.7 µK 2 . These limits are not in tension with our fiducial homogeneous kSZ template (the CSF model of Shaw et al. 2012) which predicts D kSZ 3000 = 1.6 µK 2 , with the potential of additional kSZ power from the epoch of reionization.
We find a preference for positive total kSZ power with the inclusion of the tSZ bispectrum constraint. The bispectrum information both pushes the ML kSZ power higher and reduces the uncertainties. With the bispectrum constraint, we measure D kSZ 3000 = 2.9 ± 1.3 µK 2 and disfavor zero kSZ power at 98.1% CL. This is consistent at < 1 σ with earlier measurements of the kSZ power, but with substantially reduced uncertainties. C14 found D kSZ 3000 = 2.6 ± 1.8 µK 2 using the same SPT bispectrum data and the R12 bandpowers, while Addison et al. (2012a) measured 5.3 +2.2 −2.4 µK 2 using a combination of Spitzer, Herschel, Planck, ACT, and SPT data. The data presented here provide the best measurement to date of the kSZ power.
Implication for the epoch of reionization
We now interpret the measured kSZ power in light of the epoch of reionization. Using an estimate for the kSZ power that was generated during the epoch of reionization and marginalizing over a grid of reionization models which predict optical depth and kSZ power, we can obtain constraints on the universe's ionization history.
Patchy kSZ power
To constrain reionization, it is necessary to determine how much kSZ power originated during reionization (i.e., patchy kSZ) versus in the late-time, fully ionized universe (homogeneous kSZ). We model the patchy kSZ power using a template from Z12 in which reionization started at z = 11 and ended at z = 8. While many models exist for the amplitude of the homogeneous kSZ power, Shaw et al. (2012) argue that the CSF model is a robust lower limit on the the hkSZ power; we therefore fix the hkSZ power to the prediction of the CSF model to obtain an upper limit on the patchy kSZ power. The contribution of the 30% uncertainty on the amplitude of the CSF model to the total uncertainty of the kSZ patchy power is negligible.
The upper limits on the patchy kSZ power with and without the bispectrum information are shown in rows four and eight of Table 3 . With no bispectrum information, we find a 95% CL limit on the patchy kSZ power of 4.4 µK 2 . The upper limit falls by 1.1 µK 2 to D kSZ 3000 < 3.3 µK 2 when the bispectrum information is included.
Ionization history and the duration of reionization
We follow the method of Z12 (summarized in Section 5.3.2) to turn the observations of kSZ power (from SPT) and optical depth (from WMAP) into constraints on the ionization history. In brief, we build a grid of reionization models, each one of which predicts the ionization fraction as a function of redshift, kSZ power, and optical depth. This grid is importance sampled by the observational constraints on kSZ power and optical depth to place constraints on the ionization history and related metrics like the duration of reionization.
The kSZ power amplitude primarily depends on the duration of reionization (with the caveat that Z12 do not consider the effects of self-regulation, see Section 5.3.2), while the timing is constrained by the optical depth. As this paper presents new kSZ constraints, we will focus on the duration of reionization. We define the duration as ∆z ≡ zx e =0.20 −zx e=0.99 . When including the bispectrum constraint, we find an upper limit on the duration ∆z < 5.4 at 95% CL. The likelihood peaks around ∆z = 1.3 in this case. Figure 10 shows the likelihoods for ∆z of reionization.
These measurements are consistent with the constraints presented in Z12 from the R12 dataset. In the comparable case in Z12 (a single parameter tSZ-CIB correlation with fixed CSF hkSZ), the authors found that ∆z < 7.9 at 95% confidence. Our data prefer a nonzero tSZ-CIB correlation, so we do not produce kSZ constraints with ξ = 0, which produced the most stringent constraints on ∆z presented in Z12. While the uncertainties with the current dataset are smaller than those presented in Z12, a more interesting difference is that with the current dataset the ∆z likelihood peaks above zero, driven by the combination of the more significant measurement of kSZ power presented here and the inclusion of the SPT bispectrum constraints from C14.
TSZ-CIB CORRELATION CONSTRAINTS
We now examine constraints on the correlation between the galaxy clusters contributing to the tSZ power and the galaxies contributing to the CIB. We consider two variations: (1) the baseline model where the correlation coefficient is independent of angular scale (see equation 14), and (2) an alternative where the correlation depends linearly on angular multipole (equation 15). The latter model will be referred to as the "sloped tSZ-CIB correlation" model. In all results quoted here, we tie the correlation coefficient at = 3000 to the tSZ-CIB correlation term in the Planck foreground model. DSFG over-densities in galaxy clusters lead to a positive correlation.
As in earlier works, we find an increase in kSZ power and a decrease in tSZ power with increasing correlation. As ξ increases from 0.1 to 0.2, the tSZ power at 143 GHz drops by ∼1 µK 2 and the kSZ power rises by ∼2.5 µK 2 . Decreasing tSZ power with increasing correlation contradicts naive expectations. In single-frequency bandpowers (e.g., only 150 GHz), increasing the tSZ-CIB correlation would increase the allowed tSZ contribution for any observed power level. This naive picture changes when we consider the 95×150 and 150×220 bandpowers. The tSZ-CIB correlation reduces the power at 150 × 150 (which could be compensated by increasing tSZ power) but it has ∼50% larger effect at 150 × 220 (where there is effectively zero tSZ power). In contrast, a positive tSZ-CIB correlation reduces the power at 95 × 150 by a similar amount as in the 150 × 150 spectrum; however, there is more tSZ power in the 95 GHz band. In the most sensitive combination of the three bands, adding kSZ power more effectively cancels the effects of positive tSZ-CIB correlation than adding tSZ power.
In the baseline model, we find a preferred tSZ-CIB correlation of ξ = 0.100 +0.069 −0.053 , with negative correlation (ξ < 0) ruled out at 98.1% CL. This value is consistent with the R12 reported value of ξ = 0.18 ± 0.12, but with substantially reduced uncertainty. In contrast to R12, the distribution we see here has no long tail toward large positive values of correlation. Such a tail arose in the R12 analysis when tSZ power approached zero, at which point the exact degree of correlation ceased to matter. The more significant detection of tSZ power in this work excludes this edge condition.
The preferred correlation at = 3000 is essentially unchanged in the sloped tSZ-CIB correlation model: ξ 3000 = 0.090 +0.064 −0.048 . We have no evidence for a slope in the tSZ-CIB correlation. The SZ results are insensitive to a slope in the correlation coefficient in the prior range of [-1, 1] .
Including a prior on the tSZ power from the bispectrum measurement increases the preferred value of the tSZ-CIB correlation roughly 0.5 σ in both models considered. Including bispectrum constraints, in the fiducial model ξ = 0.113 Figure 11 shows the constraints for both models considered with -The black solid line shows the constraints on the tSZ-CIB correlation in our fiducial model. The blue solid line shows constraints on the tSZ-CIB correlation in a model where the angular slope of the correlation is a free parameter. The dashed lines are these same models including the prior on the tSZ power from the bispectrum measurement in C14.
and without the bispectrum constraint.
COSMIC INFRARED BACKGROUND CONSTRAINTS
Finally, we examine the power constraints on the cosmic infrared background. SPT data strongly constrain the CIB power spectrum at millimeter wavelengths, especially at 220 GHz. The CIB constraints for a variety of model assumptions are summarized in Table 5 . Recall that sources detected above 5σ at 150 GHz (∼6.4 mJy) have been masked. For this flux cut, the Poisson CIB term is slightly dominant at = 3000 and 220 GHz in all models considered, accounting for ∼55% of the total CIB power. The Poisson term increases in importance towards lower frequencies contributing 70% of the total power at 150 GHz and 85% at 95 GHz.
In the baseline model, we find the 220 GHz Poisson power to be D 2 respectively. The estimated CIB uncertainties at 95 GHz are very small, but we caution that this extrapolation from higher frequencies is very sensitive to the frequency modeling. Both Poisson and clustered CIB components have more power at 150 GHz than the SZ spectra across the multipoles ( > 2000) important to the SZ measurement.
Compared to R12, the uncertainties in the powers are a factor of 10-20% smaller despite having more degrees of freedom in the foreground model. As noted in Section 6.1.1, the primary results presented in R12 use a different foreground model. When the R12 bandpowers are used with the model presented in this work, we find D p 3000 = 8.59 ± 0.63 µK 2 and D c 3000 = 4.00 ± 1.1 µK 2 at 150 GHz, which represents a shift of less than 1σ between the two data sets. We measure the same total CIB power with the two models, but with the increased freedom in the foreground model a higher fraction of the power at 150GHz is attributed to the Poisson term rather than the clustered term.
As in R12, the data prefer a steep drop-off in CIB power from 220 to 150 GHz; the Poisson spectral index is α p 150/220 = 3.267 ± 0.077 and the clustered spectral in-dex is α c 150/220 = 4.27 ± 0.20. The spectral indices do not depend on shape of the clustered term, tSZ-CIB correlation, or allowing T to vary (see Table 5 ). R12 showed a spread in spectral index in the same direction, which is consistent with this data when using the new foreground model. Some difference between the Poisson and clustered spectral indices is expected due to the different redshift dependences of the contributions to each of the terms.
The observed clustered spectral index is 2.8 σ higher than the α c 150/220 = 3.68 ± 0.07 (β = 2.2 ± 0.07) that was found in an analysis of ACT and BLAST data (Addison et al. 2012c ) (but consistent with R12, once the new foreground model is taken into account). The Addison et al. (2012c) analysis, however, spans higher frequencies (up to ∼ 850 GHz). As discussed in (Meny et al. 2007) , the emission of both amorphous and crystalline dust grains is both temperature and frequency dependent. Boudet et al. (2005) show a trend towards higher β at lower frequencies in laboratory measurements of sample dust grains. Additionally, Paradis et al. (2009) showed that β will vary with frequency when the dust is multi-component, but described with a single isothermal mode. Differing spectral coverage might account for the differences in α c 150/220 . The two model extensions that alter the shape of the clustered term show modest improvements to the quality of fit to the data (∆χ 2 = -1.8 for 1 dof in both cases). The SZ constraints are not affected in either case. The first extension introduces separate 1 and 2-halo clustered templates with free amplitudes (but the same frequency scaling). The relative power in the Poisson and clustered terms is essentially unchanged, with a less than 1σ shift in power. The second extension allows the power-law exponent of the clustered term to vary; there is a mild preference for an index below 0.8.
As shown in Figure 12 , there is a clear degeneracy between the two parameters of the modified BB model with only SPT data. Recall that in this model, the CIB spectrum is described by ν β B ν (T ). Note that temperatures above ∼ 20 K are essentially indistiguishable since all three observing frequencies are in the Rayleigh-Jeans region of the spectrum. There is a preference for higher temperatures (not shown) when the temperature is required to be the same for both the Poisson and clustered CIB terms.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented high angular resolution temperature power spectra from the complete 2540 deg 2 SPT-SZ survey, observed between 2008 and 2011. The survey area, comprising 6% of the total sky, has been mapped to depths of approximately 40, 18, and 70 µK-arcmin at 95, 150, and 220 GHz respectively. The six auto-and cross-spectra from observations at these three frequencies are shown in Table 1 for ∈ [2000, 11000] . The bandpowers measure arcminute-scale millimeter wavelength anisotropy. In addition to the primary CMB temperature anisotropy, significant power is contributed by DSFGs, radio galaxies, and the kinematic and thermal SZ effects.
We perform multi-frequency fits using MCMC methods to a combined data set including Planck, WMAP polarization, BAO, H 0 , and the SPT bandpowers presented in this work. We find that the minimal model to explain the current data adds seven free parameters beyond the six ΛCDM parameters: two describing the Poisson component of the DSFGs, two describing the clustered component of the DSFGs, one describing the amplitude of the tSZ power spectrum, one describing the correlation between the tSZ and DSFGs, and one describing the spectral index of radio galaxies. Strong priors are included on the amplitude of the radio galaxies and galactic cirrus. Although not required to fit the data, we also include a free parameter for the amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum. The SPT bandpowers are fit well by this eight parameter model with a PTE of 21.5%. We explore a number of extensions to this baseline model as well as alternate template shapes. These variants do not significantly improve the quality of fits to the data, although in some cases, they slightly alter the conclusions drawn.
We fit for the amplitude of the tSZ power spectrum in the baseline model and find D tSZ 3000 = 4.38 +0.83 −1.04 µK 2 at 143 GHz. For the three models of the tSZ power considered (Shaw, Sehgal, and Bhattacharya) , the constraint on the tSZ power is independent of the tSZ template used when fitting. When including a constraint on the tSZ power from the 800 deg 2 SPT bispectrum, we find that the constraint on the tSZ power tightens to D tSZ 3000 = 4.08 +0.58 −0.67 µK 2 . We consider whether the measurement of tSZ power can improve constraints on σ 8 in the standard cosmological model, and find little (< 10%) improvement assuming 50% modeling uncertainty. We find some tension, however, between the measurements of tSZ power presented here and the level predicted by models informed by the value of σ 8 preferred by primary CMB and BAO data. This tension could be due to inadequacies in our current understanding of cluster physics or to a nonstandard value for some cosmological parameter such as the sum of the neutrino masses. Improvements in cluster data expected from upcoming weak-lensing measurements and more precise measurements of the tSZ bispectrum, combined with advances in cluster modeling, could help break this degeneracy.
We find a 2.2σ preference for positive total kSZ power when the tSZ bispectrum is included, finding D kSZ 3000 = 2.9 ± 1.3µK 2 , when fitting with a template with equal power at = 3000 from the CSF homogenous and patchy kSZ models. Negative kSZ power is disfavored at 98.1% CL. The 95% CL upper limit is D kSZ 3000 < 4.9 µK 2 . When fixing the homogeneous kSZ to the CSF model and including the bispectrum information, we constrain the amplitude of the patchy kSZ to be D pkSZ 3000 < 3.3 µK 2 . We use the SPT kSZ power and the WMAP optical depth measurements to constrain the duration and end of reionization. Assuming the CSF model predictions for the homogeneous kSZ power, we set an upper limit on the duration ∆z < 5.4 at 95% CL with the likelihood peaking near ∆z ∼ 1.3.
We find that the data prefer a positive tSZ-CIB correlation with ξ = 0.100 +0.069 −0.053 . Positive correlation is favored at a confidence level of 98.1%. The preferred value of the correlation shifts to ξ = 0.113 +0.057 −0.051 with the inclusion of the bispectrum constraint on the tSZ power. We also investigate an -dependence in the tSZ-CIB correlation, finding an extremely weak preference for a negative slope Note. -Constraints on the CIB power and spectral index are presented for four CIB models. All of these models use the modified BB frequency dependence for the CIB. The first row is for the baseline model. The next three rows consider parameter extensions to the baseline CIB treatment. In the "tSZ-CIB slope" row, we allow the tSZ-CIB correlation to have a linear slope in . In the "1-2 halo" row, we use the 1-2 halo model instead of the 0.8 spatial template for the clustered CIB. In the "T varying" row, the temperature of the modified BB CIB frequency scaling is allowed to vary between 5 and 50 K. For each model, we present the constraints on the amplitudes in µK 2 at = 3000 of the Poisson and clustering CIB templates. The right column shoes the effective spectral indices from 150 to 220 GHz. and no significant impact on the SZ constraints. As the tSZ-CIB correlation is degenerate with the tSZ and kSZ powers, external data or models to constrain this correlation would significantly tighten constraints on the tSZ and kSZ powers.
We test whether allowing more freedom in the primary CMB temperature power spectrum, such as including significant tensors (r = 0.2), changing the number of neutrino species, or allowing the neutrino mass to be a free parameter, affects the SZ constraints and find that it does not. We also investigate whether alternative CIB modeling assumptions lead to changes in the SZ constraints, and do not find a dependence.
The SPT data provide constraints on the cosmic infrared background. We fit separately for the amplitude and spectral index of the Poisson and clustered components of the DSFGs, resulting in a 4 parameter model to describe the CIB emission. When adjusting for the model change between R12 and this work, the measured CIB power agrees well with previous estimates by R12. The fluctuation power of the DSFGs falls sharply from 220 to 150 GHz, with effective spectral indices for the Poisson and clustered components of α 150−220 p = 3.267 ± 0.077 and α 150−220 c = 4.27 ± 0.20. The preferred clustered spectral index is higher than reported by Addison et al. (2012c) , which might be explained by the frequency ranges used in each work.
The SPT is currently observing 500 deg 2 with the SPTpol camera which will result in substantially lower noise at 95 and 150 GHz (Austermann et al. 2012) . In addition, 100 deg 2 of the survey was observed by Herschel/SPIRE in 2012, and analysis of the combined SPT and Herschel dataset is ongoing. The combined data, with 21 frequency cross spectra, will be a valuable resource in understanding the CIB and its correlation with the thermal SZ signal, and will result in significantly tighter constraints on the reionization history of the Universe. 
